
Easy to Pour!
A comfortable squeeze engages the
vacuum release valve and allows the
liquid to flow through the flexible
hose for accurate, glug-free pouring.
Release the handle and the valve in-
stantly closes to guard against spills.

Easy to Fill!
One smooth action engages the lift
latch and opens the self-closing
spout wide for easy filling. A full
length flame arrester dissipates heat
and allows deeper, secure insertion of
the nozzle when filling.

Spring-loaded, self-closing fill spout
controls vapors and automatically
closes after filling or pouring to guard
against dangerous spillage.

Lift latch engages trigger to open the
spout wide.

Safe-Squeeze® trigger assures safe
and easy control of liquid flow.

Complies with
OSHA & NFPA
requirements.
Accepted
container under
CARB. FM approved;
UL & ULC listed.

Comfortable, rounded handle.

Patent: US 6,772,918 B2

UNO® …the only Type II can with
a patented "one spout" design

Accommodates
oil additives for
two cycle engines

UNO® Type II Cans FOR FLAMMABLES
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UNO®
The easiest-to-use Safety Can with

improved ergonomics for pouring!
For comfortable handling and safe, smooth, accurate pouring, nothing beats the UNO®

can. It is perfect for repetitive use applications to reduce worker strain and fatigue.

UNO’s exclusive "one-spout" design features a Safe-Squeeze® trigger mechanism
that offers a highly controlled liquid flow method. As the can is tipped
during pouring, the comfortable rounded handle rests firmly in the palm
of your hand leaving your fingers free to gently squeeze the trigger and
begin the flow of liquid. The bottom of the can is safely supported with
your fingers using the 1/2" (13mm) grip lip at the bottom. As the trigger
is engaged, the piston-actuated spout and vacuum release valve open
simultaneously for accurate, glug-free pouring.

For easy filling, simply engage the lift-latch with your finger and
push down on the trigger to open the fill spout. A full length
flame arrester allows full, secure insertion of gas nozzle.

In addition to meeting your ease-of-use and perform-
ance needs, UNO’s built-in safety features in-
clude an internal dual-density flame
arrester to dissipate heat and prevent
flashback ignition; a leaktight, self-
closing lid; automatic venting
between 3 and 5 psig (0.2 and
0.35 bar) to guard against
pressure buildup at elevated
temperatures and potential
explosion; and each and
every can is 100% tested
to guarantee leakproof
construction. The flexi-
ble metal hose provides
a grounding path to prevent
static sparks when a
grounding wire is used.


